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ABSTRACT
Increasing amounts of large data and information sets re-
quire new analysis techniques. The domain of data mining
investigates new paradigms and methods adapted for scala-
bility, flexibility and problem abstraction for large data sets.
In particular the field of visual data mining offers valuable
methods for analyzing large amount of data intuitively. Vi-
sual data mining combines several visual and non-visual
methods to reveal patterns, coherences and other features
of data sets. The application of meta data can support the
selection of suitable mining methods as well as of appropri-
ate parameter values to control these methods. This paper
defines a variety of meta data for visual data mining pur-
poses, for instance by specifying ranges of values, cluster
structures and regions of interest. These meta data can be
applied for a more efficient visualization of the data set.
We introduce a framework for effective extraction of these
meta data.
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1 Introduction and motivation

The analysis of complex heterogenous data requires sophis-
ticated exploration methods. Complex data mining pro-
cesses which apply many different analysis techniques can
benefit especially from visual data processing and new vi-
sualization paradigms. Additionally, visualization provides
a natural method of integrating multiple data sets and has
been proven to be reliable and effective across a number of
application domains. Visual methods cannot replace an-
alytic non-visual mining algorithms. Rather it is useful
to combine multiple methods during data exploration pro-
cesses [1], [2] [3].

Visual data mining focuses on this combination of vi-
sual and non-visual techniques as well as on integrating the
user in the exploration process. Ankerst [4] classifies cur-
rent visual data mining approaches into three categories.
Methods in the first group apply visualization techniques
independent of data mining algorithms. The second group
uses visualization in order to represent patterns and results
from mining algorithms graphically. The third category
tightly integrates mining and visualization algorithms in
such a way that intermediate steps of the mining algorithms

can be visualized. Furthermore, this tight integration al-
lows users to control the mining process directly based on
the given visual feedback.

Special features and structures which have to be cal-
culated depend on the properties of the data set. These
properties can be described by meta data. Meta data can
support the selection of suitable mining methods as well as
of appropriate parameter values to control these methods.
For instance the applicability of a specific similarity mea-
sure depends on the basic scale types of the variables of a
data set.

Applying meta data for visualization purposes is not
a new concept and has been utilized for a long time (cf.
e.g. [5], [6] and [7]). In general meta data can be classified
into DESCRIPTIVE, DERIVED and HISTORICAL meta data
(cf. [8]). DESCRIPTIVE meta data specify underlying
properties of a data set which define the access and the
storage structure of the data. Meta data – which have
been extracted from a data set (in any form) – are called
DERIVED meta data. HISTORICAL meta data provide
important information about the origin of a data set.
This might be errors and uncertainties introduced due to
operations which have been applied to the data previously.
Right until now mainly DESCRIPTIVE meta data have
been applied in visualization context. Nevertheless, some
methods for gathering important properties of a data set
for a compact description and visualization are known
from the field of feature visualization (e.g. [9], [10]). The
intention of this is to visualize relevant features instead of
the the original data set. These relevant features can be
considered as DERIVED meta data.

Most of the known meta data specifications are de-
scribed in a formal way. An important question for a
practical system is how to handle and to store the meta
data. Prevalent formats used in current visualization sys-
tems (e.g. NetCDF or Data Explorer file format) store both
data and meta data in the same file. These formats predomi-
nantly store DESCRIPTIVE meta data, and some of them can
be extended. Moreover, practical problems arise due to the
fact that most of the stored data do not include meta data
descriptions for visualization purposes. That’s why new
methods for gathering and storing meta data are needed for
flexible and practicable solutions. The aim of this paper is
not to define a new meta data file format, but to define a set



of relevant meta data for visual data mining problems and
to describe ways to get them.

Let’s describe a special problem to make this clear. A
data set as output of a climate model should be explored
to get a better understanding of climate phenomena [11].
Such data sets consist of different 1D, 2D and 3D data on
structured grids that describe dynamics for oceans, atmo-
sphere, ice and others. The data sets are defined in time
series with differing granularities. They consist of 3 to 40
attributes for a data record. The problem is to link partial
models in respect to different scales in space and time. This
can be supported by using meta data describing the scales
and definition areas for each partial model according to a
global coordinate system. In doing so, heterogeneous data
can be combined and displayed to gain an overview of the
whole data set as well as to find out coherences between
attributes from different partial models.

This example demonstrates, that a more comprehen-
sive and systematic treatment of meta data would be de-
sirable. In this paper we describe our general framework,
which provides a variety of meta data for exploring and vi-
sualizing large data sets. In our framework the process of
exploring data can be refined interactively by applying a se-
quence of steps. In a first representation certain properties
of a data set can be presented to the user. Those properties
and the according knowledge can be refined in further steps
by adaptive gathering of meta data and by adapting explo-
ration tasks. In this way gradually more knowledge about
the data will be generated.

The paper is organized as follow: First we describe a
specification of meta data, which includes a great variety
of aspects (2). Furthermore, we introduce our concepts for
gathering meta data (3), followed by a short description of
our framework (4). After that we show some methods for
the visualization of meta data (5) and conclude with a short
discussion for future work (6).

2 Specification of meta data

In many application fields a variety of different structured
data sets and a variety of exploration tasks can be applied
to support data analysis. A tight linkage of visualization
modules is often too inflexible to support data and/or user
specific exploration. Our goal is to gather as much as possi-
ble additional information about the data to support flexible
visual data mining.

For specification of meta data three major classes of
questions have been investigated. These are:

1. questions referring to description of kind, storage
and content of the data (e.g. What storage structure
does the data have and what can be derived from this
structure? What quality does the data have and how
reliable and concise can analysis results be?),

2. questions referring to the 3 main steps of the visu-
alization pipeline to support the visualization process

(Which meta data can support which filtering, map-
ping and rendering processes?) and

3. questions referring to the application of different
non-visual mining techniques for gathering meta
data (e.g. What techniques produce results relevant
for visualization? Which techniques require meta data
as input to produce useful results? Do the techniques
produce errors and how can the reliability of their re-
sults be evaluated?).

In respect of these questions, a variety of meta data can
be derived. To manage this variety we use the following
concepts for systematic specification of meta data:

� Separation: separating meta data which are usable
for all kinds of data from meta data which are only
relevant for specific data classes

� Integration: integrating all kinds of meta data
(DESCRIPTIVE, DERIVED and HISTORICAL meta
data)

� Structuring: applying meta data for the description
of the internal structure of the data set

� Validity: integrating concepts for handling errors, un-
certainties and quality

– of the data

– of the analysis techniques and the DERIVED

meta data

� Extensibility: offering the opportunity for extension
of further meta data, for instance:

– meta data for coupled data sets

– meta data for new data classes

� User orientation: integrating meta data for different
kinds of user interaction

– integrating meta data both dependent and inde-
pendent of special user profiles and special ex-
ploration tasks

– using user knowledge

For the specification of DESCRIPTIVE meta data we follow
the principles of the NetCDF format [12]. In addition we
specified a great variety of DERIVED meta data. Further-
more, we introduced a hierarchy of dependencies of meta
data to support effective gathering thereof. Let us explain
this in more detail:

A data set consists of values for different variables.
Thus we need meta data to describe these variables, to de-
scribe the properties of the whole data set as well as to de-
scribe special characteristics of special data classes. Con-
sequently, we subdivided meta data into meta data for the
variables, meta data for the whole data set and meta data
for data classes (see fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Hierarchy of meta data

Meta data for the variables specify the characteris-
tics of the variables in general as well as the special char-
acteristics of the specific variables. Because of some dif-
ferences between dependent and independent variables we
want to distinguish between meta data for dimensions (in-
dependent variables) and meta data for attributes (depen-
dent variables).

The meta data for the whole data set specify the
properties of the entire data set. We distinguish between
general meta data, which refer to general properties of the
whole data set (e.g. the common relationships of the vari-
ables), and meta data for relevant subsets, which specify
subsets of interest and their related properties.

Furthermore, we introduce meta data for data
classes, which describe specific characteristics of specific
classes of data. We specified meta data for volume data, for
flow data and for multi-parameter data.

In the following some of the meta data that are
realized in our framework (cf. [13]) will be presented in a
compact form.

Meta data for the whole data set

General meta data for the data set:

� the number of variablesÆ

� the number of data recordsÆ

� structural information of the variables? containing

– tuple and key information

– correlations and joint information content

– hierarchies of variables? to specify dependencies (e.g.
month and year) or to model grouping of similar variables
by using factor analysis methods

� the average information content of the data set?

� the quality of the whole data set?., for instance missing values

Meta data for relevant subsets:

� the number and kind of subsets of interestÆ?

� meta data defining subsets containing

– number of dimensionsÆ

– number of related attributesÆ

– data recordsÆ

– specific properties of subsets?

Meta data for the variables

General meta data for the variables:

� the name of the variableÆ

� the scale typeÆ

� classification of dependent (attributes) and independent (dimen-
sions) variablesÆ

� further semantic informationÆ

� the information content? , e.g. based on Shannon’s entropy

� the quality of variables?. (number of missing values and the mean
quality information on the variables values)

Meta data for the attributes:

� the data typeÆ

� histogram properties? , e.g. distribution of values, minimum and
maximum, variance, mean values

Meta data for the dimensions:

� the kind of the space defined by the dimensionsÆ(e.g. cartesian
space with space and/or time dimensions or an abstract space com-
bining dimensions of any kind.

� the dimensionality of the spaceÆ

� description of the spatial and/or time dimensionsÆ , including the
specification of:

– domain dimensionality and shape of underlying gridÆ

– nature of rangeÆ(whether the data are defined point-by-point
or over regions of the domain)

� segmentations of the space? according to special features:

– distribution of data points and attribute values

– heterogeneity of space areas

– quality of values?.

– relevance, interest (according to the properties specified
above)

Legend: Æ DESCRIPTIVE ? DERIVED . HISTORICAL meta data

Meta data for data classes

Meta data for flow data:

� time dependencyÆ

� dimensionality of the flow vectorsÆ

� topological properties of the flow field?(kind and location of critical
points and separating regions)

� further general field properties? (e.g. curvature, divergence, circula-
tions, wave fronts, ...)



Meta data for volume data:

� volume data specific segmentations?of the space according to

– the functional behavior of the underlying scalar function

– the topology, shape and number of inner bodies according to
relevant thresholds

� properties of the field of gradients?

Meta data for multi-parameter data:

� special data records? such as

– outliers

– data records with equal attribute values

– typical data records

� the structure of the data records? according to

– the distribution and size of clusters

– the properties of clusters according to the attribute values

Legend: Æ DESCRIPTIVE ? DERIVED . HISTORICAL meta data

The flexibility of the specification allows extensions
at any level, for instance the inclusion of special character-
istic of GIS1- or of scattered data. We implicitly included
some of their characteristics by specifying meta data for the
dimensions and for the whole data set.

Up to now, many of the introduced meta data have
been considered separately. Our aim is to combine several
approaches from different fields (e.g. visualization, data
base technology, statistics).

For example we use a key analysis technique for vari-
ables of a data set with unknown types of these variables
(e.g. this can be an ascii table without further knowledge
about it). The result is a set of minimal keys2. By taking the
shortest key(s) the classification of dependent and indepen-
dent variables can be achieved. For instance we applied this
method to a medical data set describing patient and illness
data. The algorithm identified inconsistencies in this data
set. No key could be found, forcing us to investigate more
deeply and leading us to discover that some patients had
been entered twice into the data set. After removing this
inconsistency the key analysis algorithm detected a singe
variable as minimal key. This variable was defined as di-
mension and could be used for suitable parameterization of
visualization techniques.

Another interesting point is space segmentation on
the basis of properties of space areas and the extraction of
regions of interest in conjunction with these properties.
This relates to several works in the domain of feature vi-
sualization [9], [10], where special data features are ex-
tracted, focused and displayed. For instance this can be

1Geographic information systems
2Keys are combinations of variables which tuples allow an unequivo-

cal mapping to each data record.

done for flow data by calculating critical points and sep-
arating planes between these critical points. These topo-
logical characteristics are of major importance for the anal-
ysis of flow data and can be used to separate interesting
and uninteresting regions. For example we investigated
the electrostatic field of a water molecule. A conventional
streamline visualization shows an untypical region in the
middle of the data set with a supposed accumulation of crit-
ical points. In fact we cannot recognize how many critical
points occur (cf. fig. 2).

Figure 2. Streamline visualization of the electrostatic field
of a water molecule (vector norms are mapped to colors of
streamlines) measured by the ”Konrad - Zuse” institute of
Berlin: overview visualization

However, meta data extraction of critical points gave
us the unexpected number of 12 critical points 3. It was used
to extract interesting regions and visualize them in more
detail (see fig. 3).
Another example for applying meta data is the reduction
of the data set by combining user’s exploration tasks, the
user’s knowledge and automatic cluster algorithms [14].
This combination allows a flexible, easy-to-use extraction
of structures and of interesting subsets. Beyond the pure
cluster data (e.g. an n-tree for hierarchical clustered data),
meta data describing outliers, equal data sets and proper-
ties of the single clusters according to the attribute values
can be specified as well. This information can be applied
in different ways for visualization problems. For example
outliers can be marked or highlighted visually. Another ex-
ample is the use of tree distributions for visual compression
of complex sub-clusters (cf. [15]).

3A possibility would be the direct display of critical points. This may
not be sufficient, because in general the topological information is not
unique. Critical points can be applied to flow visualization techniques for
defining regions of interest. Furthermore, critical points can be displayed
in combination with such standard techniques.



Figure 3. The same visualization of the electrostatic field
of a water molecule: visualization of the region of interest
in the middle of the vector field, applying a higher number
of streamline starting points for that area

Moreover, we define meta data, which allow gather-
ing of further meta data (e.g. we use semantic informa-
tion like strings for an automatic extraction of scale types).

3 Gathering of meta data

The process of gathering meta data is not trivial. Deter-
mination of all useful meta data can be expensive, so it is
absolutely necessary to find an effective way to gather meta
data.

This can be achieved by the following strategies:

� predefinition of a suitable order of gathering pro-
cesses, by avoiding repeated calculations and by uti-
lizing processes which supplement each other

� dividing the gathering processes into automatic, semi-
automatic calculations and user interactions with dif-
ferent levels of user support. Depending on the user
profile the interaction level can vary from a high de-
gree of interaction and parameter input to a high de-
gree of using default values.

� using time frames for meta data extraction (e.g. fast
analysis, ..., no time limits for analysis) for appro-
priate parameterizations of slow processes and/or for
avoiding long-drawn-out extractions

Figure 4 shows the main sequence in the process of
gathering meta data. After reading the data set different
gathering processes extract different types of meta data.
First the general meta data for variables and the specific
meta data for attributes are determined. This is of special
importance for the following processes, because especially
the scale type and the data type of the variables/attributes

Gathering of md

for multiparameter data

Gathering of general

md for the data set

Gathering of general md

for variables and md for

attributes

Reading of the data set

Gathering of md

for the dimensions

Gathering of md

for data subsets

Decision for a set of data class

depenent on gathering processes

Gathering of md

for flow data

Gathering of md

for volume data

Storage of the

extracted meta data

Figure 4. Process sequence of gathering meta data (short
md); main sequence

are relevant for later reading and using data values. An-
other example for reusing meta data is the extraction of
histograms to speed up following steps. Next, step is the
extraction of general meta data for the data set. This in-
cludes statistic calculations to find correlations or the clas-
sification of dependent and independent variables. Next ex-
traction methods obtain meta data for the dimensions. Meta
data for special data subsets and meta data for the specific
data classes are the least to be gathered.

Gathering of structural information

of the variables

Calculation of key information
Assigning the number of data

records and variables

Classification of dependent and

independent variables

Calculation of correlations
Calculation of joint

information content

Definition of hierarchies

Figure 5. Process sequence of gathering meta data (short
md); sequence for gathering the general meta data for the
whole data set only

Figure 5 shows the gathering process of the general
meta data for the whole data set. We wish to illustrate this
using a Baltic Sea data set:

� We assume that discrete and continuous variables had
been classified, information content and cardinalities
calculated. The variables with the highest informa-
tion content (i.c.) and the highest cardinality (card)
of ranges of values were temperature (i.c.: 0.772418;
card.: 1438) and salinity (i.c.: 0.703109; card: 1274).



A further result of this extraction was that the values
99 and 999 are frequent outliers in different variables.
They were classified as missing values.

� The acquisition of numbers of variables and of data
records results: the data set contains 9097 data records
and 17 variables. The next step – the analysis of key
information – extracted a relatively long minimal key
of 9 variables (id of station of measurement, longitude
in minutes, longitude in degrees, latitude in minutes,
latitude in degrees, depth, year, month and day). This
analysis offers an initial idea of possible simplifica-
tions, which can be described by subsequent gathering
of variable hierarchies. In the next step these key vari-
ables are classified as dimensions (independent) and
the others as attributes (dependent).

� To analyze the structure of the variables correlations
between combinations of variables were calculated.
Results showed that most of the analyzed pairs had
a correlation near to 0. But there were also some pairs
with a high correlation value (-0.888622, 0.717924,
0.964653). The subsequent extraction of joint infor-
mation content used a threshold to speed up the cal-
culation. Altogether we integrated 13 variables in 28
pairs and 6 triples with relevant information content.

� Finally a variable hierarchy was specified interactively
(e.g. dependencies between the dimensions year,
month and day, between longitude in minutes and lon-
gitude in degrees as well as between latitude in min-
utes, latitude in degree).

4 A framework for gathering meta data

A flexible system has been developed to integrate the con-
cepts described. Our framework has the following func-
tionality:

� Management of user profiles

– Interaction level (interactive, semi-automatic
and automatic analysis)

– Time frame (fast analysis, no time limits for
analysis)

� Integration of a flexible data management

– Reading data from files and databases

– Reading and writing meta data files: meta data
file format (binary or ascii)

� Integration of various techniques for gathering meta
data

� Integration of display techniques showing the state of
the current meta data acquisition

� Inclusion of textual and visual representations of meta
data and a context-sensitive help system.

A strict separation of control, interaction and gathering pro-
cesses allows the system to be portable. Furthermore, con-
cepts for handling and analyzing of coupled data sets have
been developed and integrated into our framework.

Figure 6 shows a dialog for the interactive definition
of meta data for variables supported by default values.

Figure 6. Screenshot from the framework: interactive defi-
nition of meta data for variables

The names of variables are displayed on the left. For
each variable a default scale type has been defined auto-
matically. This scale type can be binary, nominal, interval-
scaled and ratio-scaled. Furthermore, variable’s scale types
can be declared as multi-valued. Binary variables can be
defined as symmetric or asymmetric. The window at the
bottom lists the parameter values of each variable. If the
variable’s scale type is ordinal the definition of an order
between the variable’s values is supported. Furthermore,
special aspects can be defined, concerning semantic infor-
mation for visualization purposes (e.g. names for annota-
tion).

Figure 7 shows a screenshot of some meta data of a
data set of US cities (9 variables for 329 data records). Dif-
ferent windows show different meta data information. The
window in the middle left for example shows meta data for
the whole data set in a textual form (e.g. relevant keys,
joint information content, correlations, number of data sets
and variables). Below this outliers of the data set are dis-
played. The window lower right shows a visualization of
the joint information content of different variables. The
window above it displays meta data for the dimensions.



Figure 7. Screenshot from the framework: Overview of
types of different meta data for a US cities data set

5 Visualization of meta data

Using textual output to interpret complex meta data is often
not effective. Visualization can help to improve the under-
standing and interpretation of meta data. On the one hand
known visualization techniques can be applied for analysis
and representation of meta data. We adapted some exist-
ing techniques in this context, for instance histograms or
visualization techniques for hierarchical structures. On the
other hand we also developed new techniques, especially
for the analysis of meta data, such as visualization tech-
niques for regions of interest or visualization techniques
showing joint information content. Figure figures 8 and 9
illustrate two of these techniques.

Figure 8. Visualization of meta data in our framework: vi-
sualization of joint common information of the US cities
data set; the variables city and housing their relevant com-
binations with other variables are annotated)

Figure 8 shows a developed technique for the repre-
sentation of joint information content of variables. This
technique visualizes the relevant joint information over a
threshold s of any combination of the variables 4. The prin-

4The relevant joint information content was calculated applying an en-

ciple can be summarized as follow: tuples of variables with
joint information content are mapped onto cubes which are
laid out into a hierarchy of circles in 3D:

� The information content of each single variable is
mapped onto the top level (e.g. the information con-
tent for the variable city (cf. fig. 8)),

� the second level contains pairs of variables with a rel-
evant common information content (e.g. for the pair
of the variables city and housing),

� the third level contains the triples of variables (e.g. the
triple city, housing and arts,

� the fourth level contains the relevant 4-tuples (not an-
notated in fig. 8))

� and so on.

The color of a cube represents the information content of
the according tuple. Furthermore, relationships between
several tuples5 can be mapped onto curves in 3D6. Using
integrated navigation and selection operations, cubes can
be faded in and out as well as labeled suitably.

Figure 9. Visualization of meta data: visualization of hi-
erarchical clustering using the technique MagicEyeView
from [17]

Figure 9 shows one possibility for representing hier-
archical clusters with the Focus+Context technique Mag-
icEyeView [17]. This technique makes it possible to illus-
trate both hierarchies and special cluster properties. Differ-
ent colors are used to distinguish between cluster nodes and
object nodes within the hierarchy tree. Furthermore, the

tropy measure (cf. e.g. [16]).
5Two tuples are related, precisely then, if the elements of one tuple are

a subset of the elements of the other tuple.
6The same procedure can be done in 2D, too, with a hierarchy of lines,

and tuples connected by arrows.



size of a cluster, i.e. the number of objects, is mapped to the
cluster edge’s size and color intensity. Additional cluster
properties such as cluster centroids can be displayed using
cylinder icons [14]. A variety of interaction and naviga-
tion operations enables zooming and focusing hierarchies
in combination with semi-automatic hiding of clusters.

To summarize, the visualization of meta data can be
applied similarly to feature visualization to represent im-
portant characteristics of the data instead of the whole data
set. This allows a deeper insight into the data and its struc-
tures. Our intention has been to support the visual data
mining process. Depending on the user’s intentions, more
and more concise and detailed meta data can be gathered
and displayed in an iterative refinement and parameteriza-
tion process.

6 Conclusions and future work

Meta data describe important characteristics of a data set
and can be applied for visual mining tasks. In this paper
we specified a variety of meta data supporting these tasks.
Furthermore, we developed an effective gathering strategy
for meta data and included it in a general framework.

However, there are still challenges for future work to
tackle. First, further evaluation of the introduced frame-
work needs to be performed to determine its effectiveness
and to verify its general applicability. Moreover, the inte-
gration of further visualization techniques into the process
of meta data gathering is a task well worth performing. Vi-
sualization of extracted meta data as well as suitable visu-
alization of raw data can be combined to gain an insight
into data characteristics.
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